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This thesis is divided into three parts: preface，main text and conclusion. 
The preface mainly set out reasons for writing this thesis. Having becoming the 
important mode of the synthetical financial industry, financial holding companies 
(FHCs) have gradually been a focus in the circle of theory. Although FHCs have 
many advantages, such as economies of scale, economies of scope, they aggravate 
financial risks, damage the interests of creditors and the public. So it is necessary to 
impose enhanced obligations on FHCs so as to control their behaviors and prevent 
from moral risks. As the USA has mature experiences in theory and practice, we 
should set it as a example to develop our country’s FHC regulations. 
The main text includes three chapters. Chapter 1 introduces the FHCs. FHCs 
develop diversified economy in financial industry through the mode of 
parent-subsidiary relationship. which have the characteristics that carries out synthetic 
operation in conglomerate and segregates in operation. They can be divided into 
different types, such as Pure Holding Companies and Operating Holding Companies 
according to whether operate enterprises and Bank Holding Companies、Securities 
Holding Companies and Insurance Holding Companies according to the classification 
of their subsidiary companies. Finally，the status quo of FHCs in China is introduced. 
Chapter 2 focuses on enhancing obligations of FHCs. Firstly, this mechanism of 
FHCs in USA and its definition is introduced. Then, this chapter explains the reasons 
for imposing enhanced obligations on FHCs from three aspects: special risks、moral 
hazards and regulation feebleness. Finally, the theoretical basis and its value of this 
mechanism of FHCs is stated. 
Chapter 3 mainly explores the necessities and the feasibilities of imposing 
enhanced obligations on FHCs, and discusses the legal environment and detail 
elements for this mechanism in China. 















near future reference to USA’s theory and practices after a overview of the whole 
thesis. 
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